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Note: This material was prepared in July 1980. Some of :he information 
may not be valid after that M e .  



Definition and Significance of the 
Carbon Dioxide Issue 

It is the sense of the scientific community that carbon dioxide from the 
unrestrained combustion of fossil fuels is potentially the most important en- 
vironmental issue facing mankind. Current predictions call for a doubling of 
atmospheric carbon dioxide as early as the middle of the next century. Climate 
models, using these elevated levels, predict the possibility of significant 
dislocations in the global distribution of climate. Should such perturbations 
in the distribution of global temperature, cloudiness, precipitation, and wind 
occur, then it is clear that there could be major changes in the global ~ is t r ibu-  

, tion of agriculture, in the extent and composition of ecological systems, in 
the biological and physical characteristics of the oceans, and in the extent 
of the cryosphere. The costs or benefits of such extensive environmental 
changes to a balanced international societal system are difficult to estimale 
but could be historically unprecedented. It is therefore of the utmost impor- 
tance that the technical community resolve the scientific uncertainties 
concerning the effect of carbon dioxide on climate and the cascade of environ- 
mental and societal impacts resulting from a change in climate as quickly 
as possible. 



The Global Carbon Cycle 

This simplified diagram depicts the distribution and exchange of'the carbon that is contained 
in the various environmental reservoirs. Anthropogenic sources, primarily fossil fuel combustion and 
deforestation, are thought to release as much as 8 billion metric tons of carbon to the atmosphere 
annually. About half of this remains in t:he atmosphere and results in the otlserved increasing C02 
concentrations. The other half is taken up by the oceans. There are uncertainties in the rate of 
deforestation, and therefwe ~ncertainties in the flux of carbon from the biosphere to the atmos- 
phere. There are also uncerta nties in the flux of carbon from the atmosphe'e to the oceans. As a 
consequence, confident predictions of future atmospheric concentrations d C02 cannot now be' 
made even i f  the future rate d combustion of fossil fuels was known. 
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Trend in Atmospheric C 0 2  Concentratia~ns 
. . 

This chart shows the observed increase i n ' a t m ~ s ~ h e r i c  COs concentrati~ns. Although 
these concentrations wera measured at the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii, they are 
typical of those measured anywhere else in the world. The annual cycle is atxibuted 
to the cycle of photosynthesis and decay in the Northern Hemisphere. Sim lar records 
have been obtained at the South Pole and elsewhere in the Nothern Hemisphere. 
While there are regional differences in the absolute magnitude of the concentration, 
the worldwide increase, currently appr~ximately 113 of '1 % per year, is. well documented. 

Source: Charles D. Keeling, ei. al.; "Carbon Dioxide Varialions at Mauna Loa Observatory, I-?awaii," 
Tellus, Volume 28, 1976, p. 538 (updated by MACMTA, ARL, NOAA) 
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(Based on Scripps 1974 manometric calibration) 

- - 

change +(0.61) 0.89 0.68 0.86 0.46 (0.64)(0.58)'0.68 0.78 0.87 1.09 1.31 1.04 1.15 2.19 0.54 0.51 1.08 1.58 1.49 

I Source: ~ee l ing ,  1976 (Updated by MACHTA) I 



Projections of Fulure C02 Emissions and Atmospheric Concentration 

Because of uncertainty in the rate of carbon release from storage by the clearing of tropical 
forests, estimates of the fraction of the carbon dioxide produced that remains in the atmosphere 
are subject to wide bands of possible error. This figure shows the effect of high estimates versus 
low estimates for forest clearing in comparison to the increases in the atmospheric C02 concentra- 
tion since the end of Worm War II. 

Projections of the future depend on the assumed energy use scenario as well as the rate assum- 
ed for continued forest destruction. The solid and dashed curves starting at the present time depict 
a high fossil energy futbre and a low fossil energy future and show a range of cumulative CO pro- 
duction for b ~ t h  a high ra:e of forest clearing and a low rate of clearing. Note that by the mi b dle of 
the next century the cumclative production is  determined mostly by the energy future scenario 
assumed - forest clearing gives only a very small proportion of the totab 

However, the amount 01 C02 produced from the clearing of forests in the recent past is fun- 
damental to the understanding of the carbon cycle and in the determinat.on of the "air-borne- 
fraction." If forest clearing has occurred at a high rate, the airborne fraction is smaller than if the 
clearing of forests has been less. For each combination (forest clearing ~ n d  fuel use), the estimate 
of the amount of C02 retzined in the atmosphere falls within the shaded area. Uncertainties in past 
and future forest clearing, uncertainties in :he carbon cycle, and uncertainties in the future demand 
for fossil fuel are all co~pled in the shaded area giving a window in time for the atmosphere to 
reach a giver concentration. ' 

~ ~ u r c e :  R.M. Rotty, "Uncertainties Associated with Global Effects of Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide," OraullEA Report No. 
79-6, Oak Ridge Asscciated Universitb, 1979. 
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Effects on Climate 

Carbon dioxide, although virtually transparent to short wave solar radi~t ion (visible 
light) strongly zbsorbs long wave radiation (heat) at certain wave lengths in which other 
atmospheric gases are traqsparent. Thus, when carbon dioxide increases, nore long wave 
radiation is trapped in the earth atmosphere system than would otherwise be the case. 
Some of this radiant energy increases evaporat on. The increase of atmospheric water 
vapor resulting from the increased evaporation amplifies the "greenhouse" effect because 
water vapor also strongly traps long wave radiation. Because of differences in incoming 
solar radiation wi:h latitude and beca~ae of the complex nature of the earth's surface 
(water, land, ice), the C02 induced warming is n .~ t  uniform over the globe. 

The accompanying diagram shows the res~ l t s  of a numerical simulation (a computer 
model) of the effects on global temperature of a doubling of atmospheric C02. It shows 
the temperature differences, averaged longitudinally, between a "run" with current values 
of atmospheric C02 and a "run" with twice that amount. Note particularly tne larger than 
average increases of temperature in the polar regions and the decreased temperatures 
in the stratosphere. Other, more recent models suggest that, in addition to the temperature 
changes, a doubling of atmospheric concentrat:on values may result in decreased soil 
moisture in the mid-latitudes, increased precipitation in the Arctic, and changes in 
atmospheric circulation. fl 

Source: S. Manabs a i d  R. Wetherald, "The eflects of Dou.3ling the GO2 Concentration on the Climate of a 
General Circdlation Model, " Journal o! !he Atmospheric Sciences, Volume 32, 1975, p. 3 
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Regionalit y of Future Climale 

It is unlikely that an overall warming of the lower atmosphere would be evenly distributed. 
The map opposite is shown to emphasize this point. It gives a preliminary comparison 
of today's climate with the earth's climaze about 4000 to 8000 years ago, when the average 
temperature was probably higher than laday. Note the apparent cl?anges in precipitation, 
some areas being wetter than today, some being drier. Regional changes n precipitation 
could be mom important environmentally than changes in regional temperalure. 

Source: W.W. 
1978, 

Mankind Warming the Earth'?" the A tomic Scientists, Volume 2, Feb. 
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Implications of CO, Induced Climatic Change 

Effects such as these, eien were the) tc. cccur, would not be expected until early in the next 
century. The reason for a certain urgency to accelerate the research now is that it could take as 
long as a half century to realign the globan eiergy generation system if it appears that a carbon 
dioxide effect calls for such an initiative. 



Implications of C02 Induced 
Climatic Change 

Should carbon dioxide increase and climate change to the degree now- 
thought possible, the hydrosphere, biosphere, lithosphere, and 
cryosphere would all be affected. 

Some of these effects, such as the melting of the Arctic Ocean's 
icepacks or increases in evaporation and cloudiness, would 
constitute geophysical "feedbacks" to the climatic system 
thus increasing or decreasing the magnitude of the climatic change. 

Other environmental changes might not affect the geophysical processes 
but would be important in themselves. Examples of these chang.es are 
changes in the viability of crops, in the species composition 
of the "wild" biosphere or in the chemistry of the upper 
layers of the oceans. 

It is thought that these changes in climate and the environment would not 
be globally uniform. 

The impact of unprecedentedly large, regionally uneven environmental 
changes would almost certainly affect all aspects of the global 
economic, political, and social systems in an unknown but 
potentially profound manner. 



The Carbon Dioxide Program Goal. 

Recognizing the potential imporlance of the carbon dioxide issue to the policy requirements of 
the Nat io~a l  Energy Organization Act of 1977, a goal for a national carbon dioxide effects 
research and assessment program was defined. 

Note particularly that "consequences" are stressed. These may be economic, social or en- 
vironmenlal..Note also that, to be usefulr as a basis for policy decisions, statements of conse- 
quences must be accompanied by statements of the confidence of the estimates. 



The ~arbo'n Dioxide Program Goal 

To develop the ability to predict the agricultural, environ. 
mental, and. societal consequences, both national and 
international, of increasing atmospheric c~nc~entrations of 
carbon dioxide with sufficient confidence to permit informed 
policy decisions to be made on the use and d8evelopment of 
energy and other resources. . . 



Strategic Approaches to the Goal 

Three strategies were adopted in order to begin the effort required to ~ddress  this 
unprecedented issue. 



I. To create a national and international fociis for the carbon 
dioxide effects issue. 

II. To provide the scientific basis for energy policy related to the 
' carbon dioxide issue by developing and maintaining a compre- 

hensive research program. 

Ill. To conduct the information synthesis and analyses required to 
provide predictions of social costs required for policymaking and 
to determine mechanisms for irlcreasing the confidence in those 
predictions, 

, 

Strategic Approaches to the Goal 

- 



Strategy I: The Foclus ' 

The Department of Energy created an institutional structure to prbvide the foc~:,s for the program. 

The roles of the elements of the structure are: 

Carbon Dioxide and Climate Division, Oflice of Health and Environmental Research. To develop 
, and direct th's DOE Cartlbri Dioxide Research and Assessment Program. 

Science Directorate. To serve as the linkag2 between the scientific community and the DOE. 
The Science Di~ectorate is composed of leading and active scientists in the-karious areas of study. 

Review, Integration h id  Evaluatioi~ (Assessment). To conduct the evaluatioi o' the consequences 
of the carbon dioxide issue. 

Advisory Committee. To pr~v ide independent advice to the Assistant Secretary for the Environ- 
ment and ths Carbon Dioxide and ClimlZe Division on the conduct, plans ~ n d  management of 
the program. 

National Climate Program Office. The nat i~na l  focus for United States climate programs 
created by the Nat i~r iz l  Climate Program Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-367). 

Interagency Committee on Carbon Dioxide and Climate. This Committee, chaired by the DOE, 
is the National Climate Program Office's instrument to insure a coordinated National Program 
on Carbon Dioxide, Environment and Society. 
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Strategy II: The Development of the Research Program 

The DOE set out to create a science plan of unquestionable authority to goverq its research. 

It is intend@ that the science plan be exe~uted as a cooperative federal enterprise and be coor- 
dinated with the international community. 

The development of the science plan involves:. 

2. A workshop of leading active scientists. As a result of the Workshop, DOE identifies: 

2. Research Issues for wwhh thescience Directors are asked to prepara: t : 

3. ~esearc i i  Issue Papers which are scientific plans for the conduct of a research 
program to address each issue. The Issue Papers are assembled by: 

K- 
. -  

4. The Science Director into: - .  

5. A Comprehensive Plan for Carbon Dioxide Effects Research and Assessment. The Comprehen- 
sive Plan is distributed widely for: 

6. Review by the Science Directorate, other sc'ientists, DOE and other.gavernment personnel 
after which it is dist~ibuted to the public and to: 

7. Congress and the Executive as part o' the budget review process. Finally: 

8. The Carbon Dioxids a7d Climate Division implements the approved, funded research program. 



OUTLINE OF THE RESEARCH AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 

The entire program is divided into.six areas. Each is described below: 

I. Research on the Carbon Cycle 

Research in this category deals with the issue of determining the transient and final fate 
of carbon dioxide released to the atmosphere by fossil fuel combustion. Research on the 
role of the biosphere and oceans as sources and sinks is included. Models to estimate future 
atmospheric C02 levels for various scenarios of fossil fuel use and land management practices 
are developed. Atmospheric concentrations of C02 are measured by a worldwide network 
in a cooperative program with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.' 

II. Research of C02 and Climate 

This research area includes studies to determine the effects of increasing C02 concentra- 
tions on the global atmosphere and its component parts. Included are studies of the global 
radiative balance and temperature and moisture structure and circulation. This area also 
includes studies of the interaction and feedback.between the atmosphere and the oceans, 
terrestrial land masses, and biota and cryosphere. Retrospective evidence of climate and 
C02 relationships is included. Current atmospheric data will be evaluated to search for 
evidence of climate change. 

Ill. Research on the Effects of Climate Change and Carbon Dioxide Increase on the Remainder 
of the Environment 

This research area, the first development of  which is being undertaken in this Program, 
deals with the joint impact of a change in the climate system and increasing atmospheric 
C02 concentrations. Attention is directed toward the interactions between the changed 
atmospheric state and ocean circulation, chemistry, and biology, the extent and stability 
of the marine and terrestrial-based cryosphere, the global and regional agricultural systems 
and the major components of the'natural terrestrial biosphere. Feedbacks and other inter- 
action between the oceans, cryosphere, terrestrial biosphere and the atmospheric system 
are included. ' 



Program Development Outline 
Process for Developing the Carbon 
Dioxide Research Program Plan and 
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OUTLINE OF THE 'RESEARCH AND ASSESSMENT 1PiROGRAM 

'RESEARCH CATEGORY RESEA'RCH SUBCATEGORY RESEARCH ISSUE 

'L !Industrial Sources 
2. Organic Terrestrial Fluxes :Fluxes ,cif CO2 ~ A E 5 .  3. Inorganic Tecrestrial lRluxes 

4. Air-'Sea Exhange of'CO2 
lC02 Exchange Between 'Upper and 

I ' .RESEARCH ON 'THE ,Deep Ocean 
CARBON (CYCLE :6. ,Ocean Sediments 

iB. !Atmospheric:Storage '1. ~Obse~a t i ons  of Atmospheric C02 

%. ;Rast ;Records :of (Cq2 4.  Same 

I~D. Models df thefCarbon<Cydle 1. 'Same 

-E 
1. rModel tlmprovement and ,Modification 

'A. 'Modelling the'Effectstof 'Cop 2. Model Verification 'Studies 
Increase 3. ,Model Sensitivity Studies 

14. .C02 ,Perturbation Studies 
II .RESEARCHbON C0,2 

AND CLIMACE '6. :Reconstruction of 'Past Climates ;I- d .  reconstruction of Paleoclimates 
,2. 'Reconstruction \of Historical Climates 

-0. EJidence:dfiClimatetChange '1. Same 

r .'A. .Effects:on;the .Oceans , '1. !Effectscon.Oceanic tcirculation 
L.2. Effects on!Marine Biota 

'1. 'Effects on itheV4West Antartic:lce Sheet 
-B. Effects on the Cryosphere Effects.on Arctic :Sea *Ice 

Ph.ysical and Hydrological Effects:on 
'Permaf rost 

RESEARCHCON'THE 
EFEECTSEOFCLIMATE 

Ill CHANGE AND %Q2 - 
INCREASE ON THE - 
REMAINDERLOF THE 
ENVIRONMENT 

1. Carbon:Balance:in Northern Eco- 
systems aria. Effects of Climate Change 

2, Effects:,on Grazingkl.ands, Wildlifa and 
Animal Husbandry - C. Effects-on the-Less-Managed 

. i 3. Paleoclimatic Data .as a Predictive Tool 
Biosphere for;Biospheric Effects 

4.-Effects on Forest~Ecosystems 
5. .Effects on Ereshwater Ecosystems 
6. Effects on-Humaneand Animal Health 
7. Ecosystem Response to Cop 

:Enrichment 

t 1. Effects of'IncreasedtCO2 on Photo- 
synthesis-and Agricultural Prod~tctivity 

2. Alleviation of Environmental Stress on 
Renewable.Resource Productivity 

3. Effects on Managed Forests and 
- D. Effects on Agriculture and the Range Lands 

Managed 'Biosphere 4. Effects:onCrop Use Water Efficiency 
aria WaterLRequlraments 

5. Effects on PlantrPests 
6. Effects on Fond'Crops in LDCG 
7. Effects on Animal Agriculture and 

Livestock Production 



OUTLINE OF THE RESEARCH AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM ICont.) 

IV. Research on the Social and Economic consequenps of Carbon Dioxide-Induced Climate Change 

This reqearch area ingludes studies of the i ~ p a c !  of a ehange in the tota! environmental 
system on the global q ~ c i a l  and economic order: lnyes!igat/gng will include h!storical Case 
studies, regional studies and stuqies of thg perqeption @f infqrmatiofl, Vleth~dologies for 
the sys tept ic  cqnstruction of slgcial and envirqnhenta! scgnarios will be developed. The 
magnitude and type o+ currefit inernatiqnal stressgs and their pqtefltial exacerbatlor! will 

' beinvestigated. 

V. Research on the Amelioration of Global and Sectoral Impg~ts 

Research in Ihis area consists o i  studies QC strategies a_nd teph.ns!ogical initiatives ts (a) 
minimize the rate of C02 buiidup and, (b) . agrmit . orbergd and planned aeaietal adaptation to 
unavoidable environmental d_i~(cisa~ions. 

VI. Review, Integration and Evaluati~p 

The functiqns of this prggram ar$a qrg 

- to determine the environmefltal, eqpnomic, pqlitiqa! @nd sscial ~;~~sts/banefi ts resulting 
from increasing levels of GO2 

=. to Getermine fhe costslbenefi?g of ~tratsgies or. techqglqgical initiatives that could be 
taken .tp mitigate ." or take advantage ~f tEe conseguense i f  a GO2 inqrease 

tg determine  ret the!: the global resgarch Brogram . . is li>roperly . . di?ected, to the remaining 
aqg im~or!ant ungertaintihs 



OUTLINE OF THE RESEARCH AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 
(Continued) 

RESEARCH CATEGORY 

RESEARCH ON SOCIAL, 
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC 

IV  COSTS AND/OR BENEFITS 
OF GLOBAL ENVIRON- 
MENTAL CHANGE 

RESEARCH SUBCATEGORY RESEARCH ISSUE 

1. Cultural Determinants of Perceptions 
of Climate Change and Soclal System 
Reactions 

2. Climate Change, International Law 
and Institutions 

3. Factors Affecting Vulnerability of - A Social and Institutional Society to Environmental Change 
Resmnses 4. Political and Institutional Decision- 

Making in Response to  Climate Change 
5. Perceptions of and Reactions to  . 

L Environmental Change in Relation to 
Decision-Making 

6. Historical Dimensions of Effects of 
Climate on Human Societies 

C 1. Economic Policy Evaluations of C02 
Abatement 

2 Assessment and Resolution of Climate- 

-L Induced Strains on the International - B. Economic and Geopolitical 
Economic System Consequences 

3. Mitigating Losses from Disruptions - - L Caused by Environmental Change 
4. Planning for Environmental Change: 

Scenario Construction and Evaluation 

r A. Preventative Measures 1. Same 

L D. Adaptive Measures 1. Same 
\ 

RESEARCH ON THE 
AMELIORATION OF ' 

GLOBAL AND 
SECTORAL IMPACTS 

-r A The 1984 Review, Integration 

REVIEW, INTEGRATION 
& Evaluation (Assessment) 1. Same 

VI AND EVALUATION Report 

- B. Curative Measures 1. Same 

- C. Moderating Measures 1. !&me 

L B. C02 Information and Data 
1. Same 

System 



Strategy Ill: The Review, Integration and Evaluation (Assessment) 

The role of this strategic element in the botai Program is shown in the diagram an the adjoining 
page. It should be recognized that 

- there is a very large body of "supporting" research that is considered by the Assessment 
Program; research that is not specifically a part of the Carbon Dioxide Program itself, 

- individual research undertakings often do not fit easily into one or another of the research 
"bins" which are intended primarily for program display purposes, and 

- while the assessment process is shown as sequential, in reality the various activities are 
usually simultaneous. 
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Publications of the 
Carbon 'Dioxide antd Climate Division 
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C02 Report NE. Title 

Workshop on the Global Ef'ects of Carbon Dioxide from Fossil Fuels, May 1979 
Summary of the Carbon Dioxide Effects Research and Assessment Program 
The Role of the Temperate Zone Forests in the World Carbon Cycle (Workshop), 
February 1980 
The Role of Organic Sods in ;he World Carbon Cycle (Workshop), February 1980 
Carbon Dioxide Research Pr~gress Report Fiscal Year 1979, April 1980 
Environmental Control Technology for Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide, May 1980 
The Rols of Tropical Fores~s on the World Carbon Cycle (S-inposium), 
in prepzration 
Workshop on Environmsntal and Societal Consequences oS a Possible C02- 
Induced Climate Change, in preparation 
Research Issues - The Nrtional Program on Carbon Dicxije, Environment and 
Society, in preparation 
A Comprehensive Plan for Carbon Dioxide Effects Research and Assessment- 
Part I: The Global Carbon Cycle and Climatic Effects of Increasing Carbon 
Dioxide May 1978 (revision i a  preparation) 
A Comprehensive Plan for Carbon Dioxide Effects Resesrct- and Assessment- 
Part II: Environment3l and Societal Consequences of a Pcssible C02- 
lnduced Climate Change, in preparation 



Publications of the Carbon Dioxide 
and Climate Division 

Carbon Dioxide Effects 
Research and Assessment Program 



Transit ion to a National Program 

The DOE objsctive 01 establishing a national, and then international, f o c ~ s  lor thg GO2 issue 
was moved forward rapidly by the passage of the Climate Program Act (Pub.ic Law 95-307) and 
the establ;shmenl of the National Climate Program Office. 

The Clirnste Program Office asked the Department of ~ n e r &  to take the lsad in dgveloping a 
plan for a National Carbon Dioxide, Environment and Society Program fcr inglusion the 
National Climate Program Plan. 

Characteristics of the National Program are: 

-Research: The National Research Program Plan will probably not difFe- significantly from the 
DOE p1a.n since the intent of DOE has always been to develop a Natioqal prggram, 
There will, however, be increased pari icipation by other agencies, -, 

-Assessment: DOE will continue 40 have the responsibility for the @~.$iew, Integration and 
. , 

Evaluation (Assessment) Program. 

-~anagement: The action flow of the paqagement activity ib as shown in me agcgmpanying 
diagram: 
1. Scientific planning will be accqm~lished by the active scientific community: 

2. Converting the Science Plan to a National Pr,qgram en Carbon Dioade, Envir~nment and 
Society will be the responsibility of.g.3 Interagency ,gqmmittee gf the Glimate Program 
Office chaired by DOE. 

3. P o l i ~ y  issues in th'e Program Plan wil! be addressed by * the Qlimate Prqgram - Po!!cy Group 
created by the Climate Program Aqt. 

4. Coordination gf carbon dioxide planning with !he Nationel climate actiyity wi!l Re 
accgmplisheq by ttie National C.Iirr(ate erggram Office, The office will alsh be a 
primary interface with multinational aqd international institut.igns. 

5. The coordinated carbon dioxide program Plan will be executed, according to the* 
agreemsnts reached by the Interagency Committee, by each agerrcy fdlowing its 
own procedures for conducting research. 

6. A periodic assessment will be prepared by the DOE. 
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In the fifth and tenth year of the pogram, 1984 and 1989, a comprehensive, 
authoritative analysis report wi l l  be issued. Thie assessment report will repre- 
sent an international consensus of the perceived costs or benefits of the car- 
bon dioxide issue and the confidence that can be placed in those estimates. 
In addilion, the first of these reports will determine the effecliveness of the 
international research program and will recommend appropciate research 
reorientations. 

Status Reports of the I Carbon 'Dioxide Effects United States 
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